Security is a crucial issue in distributed applications of multihop wireless opportunistic network due to the features of exposed on the fly communication, relaxed end-to-end connectivity, and vague destinations literately. In this paper, we focus on problems of user privacy leakage and end-to-end confidentiality invasion in content-based or interest-centric wireless opportunistic network. And we propose a public-encryption-with-fuzzy-keyword-search-(PEFKS-) and ciphertext-policy-attribute-based-encryption-(CP-ABE-) based distributed security scheme by refining and compromising two-pairing-based encryption, searchable encryption, and attribute-based encryption. Our scheme enables opportunistic forwarding according to fuzzy interests preserving full privacy of users and ensures end-to-end confidentiality with a fine-grained access control strategy in an interest-centric scenario of large-scale wireless opportunistic networks. Finally, we analyze and evaluate the scheme in terms of security and performance.
Introduction
Opportunistic network is a type of ad hoc wireless network which has common features of delay tolerant network (DTN), which achieves routing through opportunities of meeting between mobile nodes. It aims to solve the problem of communication in the presence of intermittent network connectivity. And to this end, opportunistic network (OPPNET) has the following features.
(i) Communication is on the fly, thus exposed to all powerful adversary parties trying to spy the privacy of users and steal the information.
(ii) Forwarding decisions are made on the fly based on any possible information from a collapsed network architecture [1] , owing to the aim of transmitting a message over any communication gaps.
(iii) Only vague destinations literately exist because a message ought to be sent to a group of nodes according to some principles: deployed near a specific location, equipped with same sensors or actuators, or interested in specific information [2] .
Content-based opportunistic network uses content of message which concerns users' interests to make forwarding decisions, and a most popular application scenario is that network nodes which are actually pedestrians look forward to acquiring and sharing information through opportunistic communication with others. Every pedestrian carries one or more portable wireless terminals such as smart phones, tablets, and laptops. More precisely, it is people-centric or interest-centric opportunistic network. In such a scenario, a user can be a subscriber with interests in some topics; he could also be a publisher intending to publish contents about some topics. Security in such type of opportunistic network is a crucial issue. We consider two components of security in opportunistic network: privacy and confidentiality.
First is privacy. In a content-based opportunistic network, interest advertisements from subscribers and published contents from publishers both need to be forwarded based on the interest-oriented information (maybe some indexes, abstracts, keywords, etc.) which are contained in the messages. The routing could be multihop through several intermediate nodes which might not be trusted by subscribers or publishers. The subscribers do not want other subscribers and intermediate nodes to know their interests. The situation is almost the same as publishers: they do not want other publishers, intermediate nodes, or subscribers that are not designated to obtain the interest orientations of their published contents. However, in precedent research about interest-centric network, forwarding relies on explicit queries or indexes, which leads to possible threat of privacy leakage due to matching between message indexes and users' identities.
Second is end-to-end confidentiality which is considered as a fundamental security requirement. Publishers not only want to impose a ban on the access to the plaintext payload of their published contents, but also want to attach a precise access control strategy to their every message so that only the designated subscribers who have certain credentials or attributes can access the payload. For example, when top layer of some IT company wants to publish a product fault survey, they may make such an access control structure as shown in Figure 1 which means only the department manager of Technology Department or Quality Control Department, staff with management level over 5 or a consultant called Charlie Eppes, could access the survey. However, the reasons of no stable end-to-end connection and group target of a message not only make traditional end-to-end encryption unsuitable, but also increase the difficulty of fine-grained access control on shared data.
In this paper, we propose a PEFKS-and CP-ABE-based distributed security scheme in interest-centric opportunistic network.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(i) We design a PEFKS-based privacy protecting forwarding decision scheme, which on one hand enables subscribers to publish encrypted fuzzy interests and on the other hand enables intermediate nodes to forward messages according to encrypted fuzzy interests. The scheme ensures users' full privacy in the circumstance of opportunistic network and enhances anonymity through fuzzy interests. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to enable partial match on fuzzy interests in opportunistic network.
(ii) We embed the concept of attribute-based identity into opportunistic network to adapt to the feature of no explicit destinations. Then we design a CP-ABEbased confidentiality protecting scheme, in which publishers make and attach an expressive access control strategy to the messages they are about to send. Subscribers whose attribute-based identities satisfy the access control strategy are legalized to decrypt the ciphertext, finally achieving confidentiality with a fine-grained access control strategy on shared data.
(iii) We implement and analyze the security and performance of the schemes and verify the feasibility of our security schemes.
Related Work
Related research work is still scarce because security in content-based opportunistic network is a quickly emerging problem and most of the security schemes existing in Internet, wireless sensor networks (WSNs), mobile ad hoc networks (DTN, or MANET) are not suitable.
As far as we are concerned, Lilien et al. [3] were the first to consider security in opportunistic network. They proposed several challenges in privacy and confidentiality of opportunistic network in particular the requirement for endto-end confidentiality, but they did not propose any possible security solution. What is more, they did not analyze the issue of context privacy or content privacy.
Nguyen et al. proposed a probabilistic routing protocol for ICMAN (intermittently connected mobile ad hoc network) in [4] , which indicates the very first idea to protect privacy and confidentiality. In their protocol, if senders want to send messages to receivers, it hashes all the values of message head. Before intermediate node does the partial match, it first calculates its attributes using the same hash functions. Only hash function is used hereby to achieve a relatively computational efficiency, but it is obviously prone to dictionary attack. As for confidentiality, they used the information (evidence/values) that the sender knows about the destination node as keys, so only the destination node can decrypt the cipher messages to get the plain messages in a community scenario. In this scheme the confidentiality is based on assumption that all in-community members can be trusted which obviously cannot be guaranteed in opportunistic network.
In the neighboring area of DTN, a bundle security protocol (BSP) [5] was defined to enhance the security of communications in DTN. In BSP, a confidentiality block is included to enable the encryption of the entire payload at the source and the decryption at the final destination based on the identifier of the destination. It does not enable encryption based on the interests of destinations or partial matches that can be used to make interest-centric forwarding decisions. Those features are thus not enough to satisfy the interestcentric scenario.
Shikfa et al. proposed a scheme for content-based and context-based opportunistic network in [1, 6] . In contentbased scenario, they defined a three-level privacy model and two security primitives "secure look-up" and "setup of forwarding tables" and proposed a distributed security scheme based on multiple layer commutative encryption (MLCE) in which r-hop neighbor nodes share keys to encrypt and decrypt messages. There are two disadvantages: one is that only single-word keyword is supported, it is not flexible, and the other is that the number of shared keys will explode when topology changes frequently. In context-based scenario, they replaced identities of classic identity-based encryption (IBE) with attributes contained in context to assure end-to-end confidentiality. Also, they used improved public encryption with keyword search (PEKS) to make forwarding decisions to protect users' privacy. Their scheme is flexible enough to meet the privacy requirements of context-based forwarding. But it only supports strictly limited attributes arrange rules such as ⟨[Mail], [Workplace], [Status]⟩ which is not suitable for content-based forwarding. In addition, the sender cannot apply a fine-grained access control strategy to shared data. There are also other researches concerning security in opportunistic network. As for trust relationship, Li and Das designed a trust-based framework in [7] to more accurately evaluate an encounter's competency met, which can be flexibly integrated with a large family of existing data forwarding protocols. The proposed framework was implemented with PROPHET, demonstrating great effectiveness against "black hole" attacks. But in [7] , neither privacy nor confidentiality is considered. Shin et al. presented and implemented AnonySense, a privacy-aware system for realizing pervasive applications based on collaborative, opportunistic sensing by personal devices in [8] . In their system, the sensing tasks and sensor data can be anonymized through the collaboration of Tor network, MIX network and anonymization service (AS) before being reported back. Such a framework achieves great flexibility with users' privacy respected, yet the privacy in opportunistic forwarding is not considered. To improve privacy and confidentiality in opportunistic network, we should mine deeper in modern cryptography.
PEKS was presented by Boneh et al. [9] based on bilinear pairings which makes searching on encrypted data possible. PEKS was improved and used in [1] . But only explicit keywords are not enough to fit in complex application requirements, especially when users know little about the network. When users submit complete queries, they will feel "left in the dark" [10] and have to use a try-and-see approach for finding information. In this respect, fuzzy interests and match of them which can enhance the user interactivity are needed, which current PEKS implemented in opportunistic network cannot achieve. In [11] , wildcard-based fuzzy set construction was introduced, but for a word of length and similarity quantized by edit distance [12] , the size of fuzzy set is ( ). In this fuzzy set, many meaningless words that existed bring spatial redundancy. Later, in [13] , dictionarybased fuzzy set construction was proposed to improve the efficiency dramatically.
Shikfa introduced IBE and their scheme fits well in context-based opportunistic network. IBE is proposed by Shamir [14] and Boneh and Franklin [15] based on bilinear pairings. It enables resource providers (publishers in opportunistic network) to utilize user's identity as public key without querying for public key certificate online. This feature fits the relaxed-connection environment of opportunistic network very well and was demonstrated in Shikfa's work.
Based on IBE, Sahai and Waters proposed attributebased encryption or fuzzy identity-based encryption (ABE) in 2005 [16] . Research in ABE has been hot since then. Su et al. compared ABE with IBE and summed up for advanced features in [17] . All these features are very suitable for opportunistic networks. The first is that ABE enables resource providers to encrypt messages with only attributes without considering the number or identities in the group, which can reduce the encryption cost on opportunistic network nodes and protect users' privacy in a tailor-made no-explicitdestination environment of opportunistic network. Secondly, only the one whose attribute-based identity satisfying the requirement of cipher text can decrypt the cipher text, which assures end-to-end confidentiality in a relaxed connected environment of opportunistic network. Third is that in ABE, users' key was related to random polynomial or random number; thus no collusion is possible among opportunistic network users. The last is that flexible access control strategies such as the AND, OR, NOT, and THRESHOLD of attributes are supported which will dramatically increase the flexibility. The first basic ABE [16] scheme only supports threshold access strategy; then researchers developed it and proposed key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [18] and ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [19] to achieve more flexible access control strategies. The former enables users to make rules about the messages they are going to receive, and the latter allows senders to make access strategies for ciphertexts.
From the aforementioned work, it could be concluded that none of related research work has achieved privacy or confidentiality with good flexibility in content-based opportunistic network. Some kind of improved PEKS and ABE can be our first choice. Therefore we propose a privacy protecting forwarding decision scheme based on PEFKS and a confidentiality protecting scheme based on CP-ABE.
Problem Statement
3.1. Reference Model. The involved nodes of interest-centric opportunistic network are some people working in the same or near places, carrying portable devices with one or more wireless communication interfaces such as Wi-Fi, near field communication (NFC), and Bluetooth. They devote themselves to the opportunistic network system to get information (news, e-mails, gossip, etc.) through multi hop forwarding based on their opportunistic mobility. Their roles in such a system are equal and could work as a subscriber, an intermediate node, and a publisher [20] at the same time. In fact, all users are supposed to be greedy and intend to get without sharing. Therefore, some incentive system exists aiming at leading users to offer their devices' capacity such as storage space and computing power. Figure 2 depicts the reference model of opportunistic communication in previously mentioned application scenario, in which a subscriber broadcasts its interest advisements , while a publisher publishes contents . Intermediate nodes are responsible for two things: setup of forwarding tables according to interest advisements and decision making based on forwarding tables.
To specify the limitation of interest keywords, 0 is defined as a dictionary containing all valid English words which might be chosen as candidate interests. Every valid user has a subset of candidate keywords * which would be constant in the lifetime of an opportunistic network. Additionally, all people involved have their own attributes set = { ,1 , ,2 , . . . , , } to describe their identities. Users' interests vary over time with the change of hot topics. So interest-centric opportunistic network enables users to update their current interests which all come from * .
Subscriber's interest advertisement message is composed of two parts: control information of the message and identity of , expressed as = [ , ] . Without considering security of the network, is a sub set of * . is identity of subscriber . Publisher's published message is composed of three parts: control information, payload, and access policy, which could be represented as = [ , , ]. represents publisher-defined keywords which can be used as an index of the payload .
is access policy of which supports AND, OR, and THRESHOLD of interests. In this paper we refer to the definition of access policy from [19] directly.
An intermediate node's th record in forwarding table is composed of two parts: routing information and set of identities of subscribers who are interested in the routing information. We express it like [ ] = [ , ] . is the routing information and is the set of identities of subscribers who are interested in the routing information. What is more, every intermediate node will maintain a message list = { ,1 , ,2 , . . . , , } containing the messages to be forwarded with the size of .
Threat Model.
In this paper, we focus on two kinds of threats: one is user privacy leakage through indexing information embedded in interest advertisements and published contents, and the other is information stealing from published contents. The threat model is illustrated in Figure 3 .
The first kind of threats aims at acquiring and recording the trends of users' interests and published contents which are considered as privacy. The executors could be an adversary or a malicious authenticated user. Here we suppose that it is extremely hard to pass the authentication for an adversary; thus neither impersonation nor forgery is possible. As formor type, the main attacking measure is eavesdropping and brute force attack. Adversary, whose computation capability is powerful, would sniff all the packets in its communication range and try to reveal the privacy. As the latter, executors have normal computation power and act just like the normal users by advertising, forwarding, and publishing. What is more, they would advertise or publish some specific topics to confuse and pry into privacy.
The second kind of threats could also be performed by the afoementioned two kinds of executors. An adversary would keep attacking with brute force, and malicious users would advertise interests as many as possible on purpose and try to find some clues of personal information.
Design Goals.
There are two goals we would like to achieve in our research.
(i) We intend to design a privacy preserving forwarding decision scheme, which on one hand enables subscribers to publish encrypted fuzzy interests on the other hand enables intermediate nodes to forward messages according to encrypted fuzzy interests. The scheme can assure users' full privacy in the circumstance of opportunistic network and enhance anonymity through fuzzy interests.
(ii) We want to embed the concept of attribute-based identity into opportunistic network to adapt to the feature of no explicit destinations. And we intend to design a confidentiality preserving scheme with a fine-grained access control strategy on shared data, in which publishers make and attach an expressive access control strategy to the messages they are about to send. Only subscribers whose attribute-based identities satisfy the access control strategy are legalized to decrypt the ciphertext.
Proposed Scheme
In this chapter we will firstly introduce the security preliminaries needed in the demonstration of our scheme in Section 4.1. Then our PEFKS-and CP-ABE-based distributed security scheme will be described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Preliminaries
(1) PEKS will be used in in forwarding decision scheme to protect privacy. It consists of three preliminaries: PEKS, Trapdoor, and Test. RI [3] · · · · · · · · · · · · SID[1] SID [2] SID [3] (i) PEKS: it inputs public key of some node and a keyword , outputs a searchable encrypted keyword , cannot be obtained only with :
(ii) Trapdoor: it inputs private key of some node and a keyword and outputs the trapdoor of . is private because computation of it needs private key:
(iii) Test: it inputs a searchable encrypted keyword and a trapdoor , outputs if and only if is the trapdoor of , otherwise outputs :
(2) CP-ABE will be used in the confidentiality preserving scheme to realize a fine-grained access control strategy. It consists of four preliminaries: CPA Setup, CPA Encrypt, CPA KeyGen, and CPA Decrypt.
(i) CPA Setup: setup of CP ABE needs a third party authority. Firstly let 1 be a bilinear group of prime order , and let be a generator of 1 . Secondly choose two random components , ∈ and then publish the public key and master key: for the message about to be sent, encrypts plain text , and gets cipher text : to decrypt if satisfies , receiver will get .
=
( , priv, , ) .
PEFKS-Based Privacy Preserving Forwarding Scheme
(1) Initialization. The initialization is completed by the trusted third party . It possesses a public key pub and a private key priv . It should be noticed that, is not always on-line in lifetime of opportunistic network; in fact, it only works when a new user registers to participate. As for PEFKS, will distribute its pub to every user registering. When a subscriber submits its candidate interests set * to , constructs a fuzzy set for every word in * using dictionary-based fuzzy set construction [13] :
Then trusted third party (TTP) constructs trapdoor sets for all fuzzy sets using private key of TTP and returns them to :
for each in 0 , } .
After the registration, can be off-line for some time. There may be a doubt why cannot always be on-line to process the subscriber's changing interests. The reason is simple; in opportunistic network, stable connections cannot be guaranteed, nor a centric security service.
(2) Construction of Forwarding Tables. If one subscriber wants to broadcast its interest advertisement, it chooses the necessary trapdoor sets from all candidate ones obtained when registering, then uses the trapdoor sets as new , and broadcasts new to all intermediate nodes it meets. After intermediate node receives
, it will create a new record in its forwarding table composed of two parts; the first part is of and the second is the identity of . The process is described in Figure 4 .
When { ,1 , ,2 , . . . , , } and then encrypts them based on to get a set of searchable encrypted keywords which will be used as new :
With , the encrypted payload ( ) and the access policy together, forms a new and broadcasts it to every intermediate node it meets. Details about ( ), and will be discussed in the following section. The process is described in Figure 5 .
When intermediate node meets some other one D, it would execute SecureLookup algorithm and decide whether to forward some messages to it.
In SecureLookup algorithm, the subfunction FuzzyTest function is used to calculate the similarity between and (see Algorithms 1 and 2). Here means the control information from a record of forwarding table and means the control information of a published content. A larger returned value means a higher similarity. If the result of FuzzyTest is higher than threshold, the payload will be delivered to D.
CP-ABE-Based Confidentiality Preserving Scheme
(1) Initialization.
is responsible for initialization of CP-ABE including the creation of public key pub and the master key master . Having finished the key generation, International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 7 will broadcast pub to every user intending to participate in the system. The registration stage also involves authentication which is beyond the scope of this paper. After the registration, a subscriber submits its attributes set to the trusted third party which is responsible for calculating the corresponding private key priv, and returning it to . After the registration, could be away from the connected areas of the system: priv,
(2) Encryption of Published Content. When a publisher has new contents to publish, he firstly creates an access policy in which designated subscribers' attribute requirements are described, and then he would encrypt the content with pub to get cipher text ( ):
priv,
(3) Decryption of Published Content. The encrypted published content message is then forwarded according to some kind of content-based routing scheme which of course could be our proposed PEFKS-based interest-centric routing scheme. When a subscriber who is interested in the content receives the message, it tries to decrypt. If and only if the subscriber's personal attribute set satisfies the access policy, the decryption succeeds and he gets the plaintext:
, ( )) .
The subscheme mentioned previously is illustrated in Figure 6 .
Evaluation and Analysis
In this chapter we will evaluate and analyze the security and the performance of our schemes.
Security.
First is the security requirement of privacy. In our scheme, users' full privacy is well preserved by PEFKS. PEFKS is reliable in terms of cryptography concerns, owing to deriving from . In [9] , Boneh proved that PEKS is able to resist chosen keyword attack in random oracle model [21] in the assumption that bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem is difficult. In other words, having no trapdoors of keywords, obtaining the plain text of keyword is impossible. In our PEFKS utilizing, the creation process of trapdoors relies on private key of TTP which indicates that only TTP is allowed to calculate and distribute the trapdoors. To support search on encrypted fuzzy keywords, a fuzzy set related to every submitted keyword is created firstly. For every single word in a fuzzy set, the analysis is the same as in the case of PEKS [9] . Some people might have doubts about the possibility of brute force attack performed by adversary who has almost unlimited calculation power and storage space. The adversary would try generating as many encrypted keywords as possible, using the public key. In our proposed solution, fuzzy interests add a second layer of anonymity for users by blurring users' real interests. The reason is that only one keyword in a fuzzy set could reveal real interests of some users. Even if an adversary consumes huge time and space to achieve the indexes of published contents, what he actually gets is only a set of fuzzy words, which makes it very hard to acknowledge user's true privacy. Such a trick corresponds to k-anonymity protection model introduced in [22] . As for threats caused by malicious users who are already authenticated by TTP, they also could not work out in our proposed scheme. The most dangerous security pitfall is when malicious users act as intermediate nodes, which is prevented completely in our scheme. On one hand, creation and exchange of forwarding tables involve no cryptographic operations on encrypted keywords which keeps valuable information safe. On the other hand, lookup of forwarding tables and decisions of forwarding is based on FuzzyTest, in which the similarity is calculated using a trapdoor set and a searchable encrypted keyword set as inputs. In all these processes, neither plaintext of interests nor relation between an interest keyword and a user is leaked. Thus full privacy presented by Shikfa et al. [1] is achieved. Second is the confidentiality requirement. In loosely trusted environment of opportunistic network, the main challenge for confidentiality is collusion attack, which is also the core challenge of ABE. In CP-ABE, KeyGen uses two layers of random masking to create private keys. Private key for every user is related to the second layer of random masking; thus even if two or more subscribers conclude sharing their submitted attributes and related private keys, the collusion attack will not take effect. The detailed demonstration is illustrated in [16, 19] . Comparison of security features between our proposed scheme and other aforementioned schemes in context of content-based opportunistic network is shown in Table 1 . It could be seen that the proposed scheme achieves most security features of them.
5.2.
Performance. The performance of PEFKS mainly relies on the size of the trapdoor set from a forwarding table record and the size of the searchable keyword set from a published content. Dictionary-based filter strategy used here could decrease the size of a fuzzy set dramatically, thus speeding up the calculation of FuzzyTest algorithm.
To evaluate the performance of CP-ABE, we conducted several experiments on a virtual machine equipped with Core 2 Duo based on jPBC library [23] which is a java version PBC library [24] . We measured the time required for encryption and decryption under various scenarios. Besides, we measured the cipher text size overhead incurred by our scheme to see if an acceptable cost exists in storage.
From Figure 7 we can see that the encryption and decryption time of CP-ABE has a significant linear correlation with the size of published content and the complexity of access policy. Considering the file size, even for a file of 120 Mbytes, it costs less than 6 seconds. Considering the complexity of access policy, encryption and decryption time for an access control strategy tree with 80 leaves is still no more than 6 seconds. In an age that mobile devices strong in computing power and storage are widespread, such a time cost is acceptable. What is more, in the application environment of opportunistic network, publishers or subscribers are not worried to encrypt or decrypt, which will leave enough time for security operations.
From Table 2 . we can see that no matter what size the original published content is, the cipher text is always 2 Kbytes larger, meaning CP-ABE costs almost no storage redundancy in practice.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the concept of interest-centric and attribute-based identities into opportunistic network. We focused on the security issues of user privacy and end-to-end confidentiality in a specific distributed application scenario of wireless opportunistic network, in which people work in near areas and share information without revealing their identity.
Finally, we proposed our PEFKS-and CP-ABE-based distributed security scheme which consists of two sub schemes. The first is a PEFKS-based privacy preserving forwarding decision scheme which assures users' full privacy and enhances anonymity through fuzzy interests. As far as we know, we are the first to employ fuzzy technique in opportunistic network and to allow partial match on encrypted fuzzy control information. The second is a CP-ABE-based confidentiality protecting scheme, in which publishers make and attach an expressive access control strategy to the messages they are about to send, and then subscribers whose attribute-based identities satisfy the access control strategy are legalized to decrypt cipher-text, finally achieving confidentiality with a fine-grained access control strategy on shared data. Both schemes rely on an offline TTP which is needed only when opportunistic network user registers.
We evaluated our scheme from aspects of security and performance, which leads to the conclusion that our scheme suits the features of opportunistic network very well, because of not only the relatively low cost in computation and storage but also its satisfaction with necessitous need for fine-grained access control.
